The IKr drug response is modulated by KCR1 in transfected cardiac and noncardiac cell lines.
The cardiac potassium channel encoded by the human ether-à-go-go related gene (HERG) is blocked by a diverse array of common therapeutic compounds. Even transient exposure to such agents may provoke the life-threatening cardiac arrhythmia torsades de pointes in some, but not all, individuals. Although the molecular and genetic factors predicting such wide variability in drug response remain unclear, known sequence variations within the coding region of HERG do not explain the adverse drug response in many cases. Although other proteins can modulate HERG function, no studies have identified protein partners capable of limiting the pharmacological sensitivity of HERG. Here we show that KCR1, a protein identified previously in rat cerebellum, is a plasma membrane-associated protein expressed at the RNA level in the human heart and can be immunoprecipitated with HERG. Functionally, KCR1 reduces the sensitivity of HERG to classic proarrhythmic HERG blockers (sotalol, quinidine, dofetilide) in both cardiac and noncardiac cell lines. We propose that KCR1, when coupled to HERG, may limit the sensitivity of HERG to proarrhythmic drug blockade and may be a rational target for modifying the proarrhythmic effects of otherwise clinically useful compounds.